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1.

1.

The Actual Question Paper Contains 50 Questions.

2.

Each question carry an equal marks of 2 against 50 question

3.

The Duration of the Test Paper is 60 Minutes

Which of the following devices interpret lines
of different thickness that are mostly seen on many
product available in supermarkets ?

CPU

(C)

SSD		

(D)

PCI Card

(E)

None of these

(A)

MICR		

(B)

Graphic tablet

(C)

Barcode Reader

(D)

OCR

Which of the following is a system software that 		
supported Graphical User interface?

(E)

None of these

(A)

MS- Word					

(B)

Windows 8

(C)

MS-DOS					

5.

2. What is dot pitch used to measure ?

3.

(B)

(A)

The sharpness of a monster’s display.

(D)

Windows Media Player

(B)

The number of pages printed par minute.

(E)

None of these

(C)

The mega-pixel count of a digital camera.

(D)

The shape of individual pixel on a screen.

(E)

None of these

6. Which of the following statements is/are 		
CORRECT about a portable hard disk ?

What is the purpose of a CPU heat sink ?

(A)

It is a mass storage device.

(B)

It can be easily transported and externally 		

		

connected to a computer.

(A)

It blows cool water onto the processor.

(B)

It stores energy created by the processor to 		

(C)

It is an optical storage media.

power the computer.

(D)

Both (A) and (B)

(C)

It dissipates heat from the processor.

(E)

None of these

(D)

It keeps the processor warm enough to 			

		

		
(E)

function correctly.

7.

None of these

4. What type of computer component may come in
a dual-core version ?
(A)

RAM		

Why Flash drive is said to be portable storage media.
(A)

Because it uses blur laser.				

(B)

Because it can be easily carried in a pocket or 		

		
(C)

key chain.
Because it plugged into Ethernet port.			
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8.

(D)

Because it is a non-removable device.

(E)

None of these

(E)

Which of the following statements is/are 			
INCORRECT about magnetic tapes ?
(A)

		
(B)

It is not suitable for storage of data that be 		
need to access randomly.
There is no need to label magnetic tapes 		

		

properly and logically to remember what data 		

		

is on which tape.

(C)

It should be sotred in dust free environment.

(D)

Both (A) and (B)

(E)

None of these

(A)

Audio Video Interface

(B)

Audio Video Interleave

(C)

Audio Video Interaction

(D)

Audio Video Internet

(E)

None of these

(A)

Permanent

(B)

Stored

(C)

Temporary

(D)

Long

(E)

None of these

(B)
		
(C)
		
(D)

(B)
		
(C)
		
(D)
		

(A)

(B)

You can specify a unique header and footer for 		
the first page of the document.
You can specify different header and footer for 		
the odd and even numbered pages.
None of these

Transformation communication/ Internet 		

(B)

Translator control/Internet Control

(C)

Transmission Control Protocol/Internet 			

(D)

Transport Control Program/Internet Protocol

(E)

None of these

15. Which of the following statements is NOT true for
a Hyperlink ?

(B)
		

Right-clicking any icon in the Start menu for 		
viewing recently used file in a jump list.
Linking to folders containing to item you use 		
the most.
Attaching a program icon directly to the 		
taskbar or Start menu for quick access.
The command centre for configuring Windows 		
None of these

12. What is Windows Taskbar ?
		

& footer text.

		 Program

(C)

web page.
When a hyperlink is clicked , you are 			
connected to other page on the web.
Hyperlink are highlighted by underlining the 		
text or displaying them in different 			

		

colors or both.

(D)

It is a highlighted text on a web page.

(E)

None of these

16. Which of the following statements is INCORRECT
about a website ?
(A)

It is a collection of related web pages.

(B)

It provides web pages containing images, 		

(C)

A program that identifies the path for the 		

There should be only one hyperlink on one 		

		

		
(A)

You can not apply Drop Cap feature to header		

14. The full form of TCP/IP IS _______________.

		

		 settings.
(E)

You can not insert a picture in header & footer 		

		 area.

(A)

11. What is pinning ?
		

(A)

		 Protocol

10.	A play queue is a __________ song listing that 		
allows you to easily select and short sound tracks.

(A)

13. Which of the following statement is INCORRECT 		
about Header and Footer in MS-Word 2007 ?

(E)

9. Videos can be stored using the AVI format. What 		
does AVI stand for ?

None of these

		

videos or audio under a common web address.
The information on a website is generally 		
published by same person or organisation.

currently open folder.

(D)

It is accessible even without the Internet.

The commend center for configuring Windows 		

(E)

None of these

		 setting.
(C)
		
(D)

A software that controls the basic operations 		 17.	A device that encodes digital computer signals 		
of your computer.
A element of GUI that appears at the bottom		

		

of the screen and displays icons of the 			

		

program that you can easily access

in to analog telephone signals and vice versa is 		
called___________.
(A)

ISP

(B)

Web browser

(C)

Telephone line
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